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Exhibitors in Vienna

ProCat - Usa

www.procat.com

ProCAT will be displaying both machine software, WinnerXp, and voice 
recognition software, WinnerVR.Both of these products include the 
ability to do captioning, CART, reporting and more.Also displayed will 
be the new ProCAT Stylus writer, which is the latest technology in 
stenography machines. With the Stylus you have on-board audio 
recording, paper or paperless, Windows operating system on the writer, 
wireless realtime feed with bluetooth, and much more.

Sténotype 
Grandjean - 
France

www.stenotype-
grandjean.com

The Stenotype Grandjean company manufactures shorthand machines 
since 1923 and market them in numerous countries. The new Tempo!
Nova machine, designed for the 21th century, will be exhibited in 
Vienna. 

Grandjean developed also a transcription software, Stefania, knew as the 
best in french language, but working too in spanish language and soon in 
english language. The Nova machine plus the Stefania software make 
together the new efficient offer by Grandjean company. 

Grandjean is also a network of training centres where the professionals 
prepare their future. 
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Telitor - Usa

www.telitor.com 

TeLiTor™ brings the transcription into the Microsoft Office providing a 
standard desktop environment. It is the industry’s most significant 
advancement in computerized Transcription since the introduction of 
Personal Computers. 

Our patented technology called StenoLink™, allows the steno to remain 
linked to the text in the WORD document. This allows the reporter, for 
the first time ever, to directly deliver a finished product with 
synchronized audio video, pictures, hyperlinks to exhibits, etc. No other 
CAT system can do this without first exporting the text files and then 
manipulating them with other proprietary software. 

TeLiTor incorporates a very sensible, advanced, proven, and language 
independent ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM, capable of 
learning and resolving homonyms in any language. If fact it is the only 
CAT that has been proven efficient and viable for French, a language 
that has an enormous amount of homophones. 

Word 
Technologies - 
Usa

www.wordtechnologies.
com

Eclipse shares its Worldwide Leadership with no one.  It's one thing to 
make claims and another to show proof.  Total Eclipse supports virtually 
any language supported by Windows, and works with dictionaries in 
multiple languages simultaneously. Only Total Eclipse supports speech-
input devices and international keyboards like the Tréal, Palantype, 
Stenotype Grandjean, and Michela shorthand machines.  Total Eclipse is 
recognized by those knowledgable about the transcription software 
business as industry as the most innovative, technically advanced and 
productive software in the business.  Just some of the reasons Advantage 
Software is the choice of the courts, parliaments, and commercial 
businesses around the world.  And, check out the Tréal, one of the 
leading shorthand keyboards in Europe and more suitable for a wider 
range of language applications than traditional machines. 
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Stenograph - 
USA

www.stenograph.com

Stenograph is the leading developer of computer aided transcription 
software and shorthand machines worldwide.  Please visit our display to 
view the latest advancements in shorthand machine technology and the 
various keyboard configurations used around the world. 
Case CATalyst, the #1 CAT system in the world, will be demonstrated.  
Not only is it used in traditional court and parliamentary proceedings, it’s 
ancillary products include BCS, the broadcast captioning suite; and a 
“voice writer” module embracing voice recognition.  In addition, all text 
from Case CATalyst can be streamed worldwide via the Internet through 
Speche Communications, as demonstrated during the Stenograph 
presentation.

SAC Schneider 
Audio Concept 
- Austria 

www.sac.co.at
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